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3 Making sense 

Husserl's phenomenology 
as transcendental idealism 

Dermot it10ran 

Uncovering absolute consciousness 

A,s is well knO\vll, Edmund Husscrl's philosophy underwcnt a transcendental 
turning a fev,,' years <lft.er the publication of his 'ground-breaking' Logisdu: 
U"terslldlllllgen (1900-0 I), I according to which phenomenology - originally 
understood as descriptive psychology .- was reconceptualized as a pure, a priori, 
transcendental disciplinc and eventually as the way into transcendcntal philos
ophy, The discovery of the ejJoclti and the reduction (in his research manuscripts 
of 1905, but first treated publicly in his 1906·~·7 lectures Finleilllng ill die Logik lind 
Erkennlnistiltwie)'l enabled him to bring a nc\v clarity to a problcmatic that he orig
inally conceived of as an epistemological problem, namely, the constitution of 
objectivity' ill, by and fix subjectivity. This problematic had emerged first in 
modern philosophy hut had hitherto been misconstrued; phenomenology' would 
prO\'ide a new mode of access to this problematic. The reductioll allowed 
Husser! to gain a clearer cOllception of the object as iJeneired, though!, or collsriolls{r 
grfi.\jJed, \vhich from around 1908 he termed lIOtllla and which is to be contrasted 
with the object that is thought.:~ It \·vas a shon step to consider cOllsciousness ill 
au entirely new light, no longer as a part (Bestandsfiirk) of nature, but as a set of 
pure noetic acts with tbeir own distinct essences. Transcendental phenomenology 
is a descriptive eidetic science,'! reached through the epoch! and in the perfor
mance of the reduction, 'the most fundamental of all methods' ill philosophy,:-) It 
took Husser! somewhat longer to rccognize the need to locate these noetic acts in 
the transcendental ego, In his mature philosophy Husser! is a fully fledged tran
scendental idealist: al! meaning and being are cOllcci\'ed as productions or 
accomplishments of transcendental subjectivity, and tramcendental subjectivity 
itself must be conceived not as some 'dead' identity' pole but as living, commu
nalized spirit, a notion Hussed l1e\'er succeeded ill articulating with clarity: 

The absolute primacy of pure transccndental cOllsciousncss became celltral 
to Husserl's philosophy. His central illsight is that transcendental philosophy is 
'absolute', self-justifying knowledge, positioned to ask the most radical questions 
even about its O\V11 essential possibility and validity. !vloreo\'cl; his attempt to 
found transcendental philosophy is one with his project of philosophy as a 
rigorous science. Transccndental phenomenology' expressed both the cssence of 
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pJ/{:'l/VIIIOIvlogy aBd the essence or all genuine phi/osojJJ~)i, He himself understood 
transcendental phellomenolog;' primarily as a reflective, descriptive philosoph
ical approach, albeit one that requires a particular attitude, a specifically adopted 
stance. He came to the \'ic\\' that even a j)riori sciences such as mathematics were 
ill a sense 'positiw' sciences', proceeding in 'transcendental naiVete, and 
suffering periodic [rISf'S qf jowN/alioll from \vhich only transccndental 
pilenol1wl1ology could rescue theIn, True philosophy can never remain within 
'\'hat Husser! calls 'm:fivc' standpoints (within v,,'hat Plato called doxa) and is 
ille\'itably committed to becoming true kno\Vledge (epistellll!J, an insight requiring 
the Iralls((Jldl'lltal turn. 

Husser! first set out his llew idealist position in print - although not nam('d as 
such (he speaks of 'pure' or 'transcendental' cOll:')ciousness) ill Mfa.'; Perlaining tv 
(! Pure Phl'llOlIIolOlogr and 10 ([ PJlf:'lIollll!lIvlogiral PhilosopJO~ First Book (1913), where it i:') 
introduced as a \\'ay of doing justice to Descartes' ,Hedi/aliolls,l; and thus as real
izing the true essence of the modern philosophical tradition. He did not employ 
the term 'transcendeIltal idealism' (trallsZflIdelllaler ldealislIIlls) UJltil aroulld 1915, 
but thereafter it is explicitly embraced, as in his Fidtle Lertnres of 1917~-' 1 B. 7 

0Ievcrthclcss, it is clear, ill ideas T, [hat phenomcnology as an eidctic scicnce radi
cally distinct from all empirical sciellcesH must be reconcei,'cd in transccnclclHal 
terms if it is Hot to be misunderstood in a naturalistic way: Ideas I introduces pure 
consciousness understood as 'n neIl' regioll ~I beillg nawr bqore delilllited ill ils met! jJe(l/
liari{v' ,'1 <llid 'the an or absolute being [das All des absolll/en SeinsJ' .10 Husserl asserts 
the absolute existellce of consciollsIlcss as a self-delimited, self-contained sphere 
\\'ith a 'peculiar (}W!llleSS' entirely distinct from aU factual nature. 

To complicate the picture somewhat, Husserl, after he mowd to Gdttingcll, 
began intensiw'ly to ellgage with Kant in his lenures and serninars, Thus, for 
example, in his 1907 J)/( Idee der P"iinolJleJ/%gil! (IIIl: Idea of PhenollleJlologr) 
lectures, 1 1 he acknowledges the allinity between his own problematic and that 
discusseci by Kam ill his Prol(golJlel/(/ to AI!)' Fltlllre AletajJJ~}'si(s, namely, how o!~jec
ti\'ity comes into play in the difference between judgements q/ jJerrrjJlioll and 

ju({gnJ/t!nls oIl:xjJnirnce. But Husser! distinguishes himself f1-om Kant, who could 
not free himself from the grip of 'psychologism and anthropologism': 

Kant did not arrive at the ultimate intent of the distinction that must he 
made here. For us it is not a matter of merely slll~jecti\Tly valid judgements, 
till' validity of which is limited to the empirical sul~jcct, and objectin'iy \'alid 
judgements ill the scnse of being valid {()J. en~ry subject in gencral. For \\'e 
haH' excluded the empirical sul~j('ct: alld transcendeIHal apperception, 
consciousness as such, will soon acquire f()r us a wholly diflcrent sense, Olle 
that is not mysterious at aiL I ~ 

Similarly, ill his Ding fllId H(lwn lectures of 1907,1:) he denies that he is posing 
the problematic of the cOllstitution of objccti\·ity in terms of Kant's question (in 
his Ln11011S 'Letter to '\'1arkus Herz' of 177'2), hO\v sul~jectiH' representations 
reach outside themselves to gain knmviedgc: of the ol~ject.11 To pose the Cjm'stion 
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ill this wa'y is already to surrender to representationalism, As Husserl says, such 
questions arc 'perversely posed'. I ,-) It is not the existence of the perceived that is 
in questioll for Husser! but the I!SSeJlre of perception or cognition and the essence of 
the perceived thing or the cognized thing as sllch. As he vvill later say in the 
Cri:iis: -The point is not to secnre objectivity but to underst..1.nd it', Hi 

[n this sense, Husser! agrees with Kant that a 'transcendental' inquiry IS onc 
\vhich seeks 'conditions of possibility', In Husserl's case, this is to be understood 
as the conditions of the possibility of all formations of sense (Sinn), of meaning 
(Bl!dflltllllg, Jleimll/g), and indeed hO\v the world as such comes to be given as 
something senscful. Ivloreover, conditions of possibility refer to essence: 

Conditions of the possibility of experience sign if)' .,. nothing else than all 
that resides immanently in the essence of experience, in its essentia, and 
thereby belongs to it irrevocably: The essence of experience, which is vvhat is 
im·cstigated in the phenomenological analysis of experience, is the same as 
the possibility of experience, and everything established abollt tile essence, 
about the possibility of experience, is eo 1/)50 a condition of the possibility of 
experience. To expect of experience something that contradicts its essence 
as experience of things means to interpret experience and the objects of 
experience in a cOl.lnterscllsicat way. That is absurd. 17 

For Husserl, phenomenology· must take up and purify Kant's initial begin
llings by ofTering a clarified and scientifically grounded sense of the a jJriori 
understood as essence. \Vhat \vas not entirely clear to Husserl \v,hcn these words 
were written in 1907 was that the analysis of the eidetic \vas merely the first step 
on the way to thc transcendentaL In his later years, and even as he reworked the 
Illttsligativlls f()f the Second Edition of 1913, Husser! '\vould reinterpret the 
'breakthrough' of the Investigations as a breakthrough into transcendental 
phenomenology, although he had not realized it at the time, ;\s he would later 
write in Crisis III EllfOjJl!{lJl Sciences: 

The first hreakthrough of this universal a priOrI of correlation hetweeB 
experienced object and manners of given ness (which occurred during v.rork 
on my L()g/ad ImJestz!!,atioJ1s arollnd 1898) affected me so deeply that my whole 
subsequent life-work has been dominated by the task of systematically elab
orating 011 this a priori of correlation, I H 

:\t least as far as Husser! himself is concerned, he \vas always reachiBg to\vards 
transcendental philosoph)'~ although specific problems concerning the nature of 
transcendcntal subjectivity (understood both as monaciic egology and as intcr
su~j('cti\'(' community of monads) emerged only' after Husser! \\TOtc Idl!fls I (he 
sketches his first accollnt of the constitution of slll~jccts and spirit in Idea.\' II), I:J 

and as he struggled with the issue of the relation bet,vecn nature and spirit. 
Husscrl's engagement with spirit (Gei:ft) led him to a new accommodation with 
Dilthey and \vith the tradition of German critical and absolute Idealism, 
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Hussed's trenchant commitment to trallscelldental idealism was hugely prob
lematic f()f his immediate disciples and prott~ges (Steill, Scheler, Hcideggel~ 

Ingarden), who saw it as an unresolved dogmatic element in his thinking, a meta
physical residue, a legac:-' of German philosophy (specifically Neo-Kantianism) 
ill his day: III order to defend Hussed, some more recent commentators, im'oking 
the presuppositionless starting point and bracketing procedures, claim that 
Husser!'s idealism is actually a purely phenomenological stance without meta
physical commitmenc:'J{) I do llot agree. Although Husserl did not see himself as 
engaging in any arbitrary or speculative metaphysics, nevertheless his commit
ment to idealism is genuine, deep and more radical thall that of Kant or 
Descartes. Husser! himself saw it as a necessary consequence of his attempt to 
get to the things themseh-es (die S(l(/ten se/bst). l'v10reover, as a deeply religious 
thinker, it was precisely this idealism that informs his religious sellse. 
Transcendental idealism evcn provides the only basis for conceiving of God, 
gi\'ell the absurdity of thinking of Him as an item in the factual \vorld.:11 .-\ 
quarter of a century' later in en·.)?·s?l European Sciflu:es he could still declare: 

:\s scientists, can we content ourselves with the vie\v that God created the 
world and human beings within it ... The enigma of the creation and that 
of Cod himself are essential component parts of positi\'e religion. For the 
philosophet~ however, this, and also the juxtaposition "subjectivity ill the 
world as object" and at the same time "conscious subject jor the world" 
contain a Ilt:~Cessar)-' theoretical question, that of understanding hmv this is 
possible.:!:! 

Thus, for Husserl, transcendental idealism expresses the inner sense of what reli
gion presents naively. 

)Jot only did Husserl Ile\'er stop being a transcendental idealist, he actually 
felt that the transcendental standpoint itself required constant radicalization and 
purification to prevent ClUing back into the natural attitude. Thus, in £rsle 
Philosophie,".!:;' he even speaks of 'transcenclentaillaii'eli'/l that is, accepting that 
all kllowlcdge has subjective origins but misinterpreting the nature of this origi
nating. Similarly, one must be Oil guard against transcendental PJ)"dlOlo/:;rism, which 
assumes the results of transcendental investigation of consciousness are p."!l·dlOlo..g
ira! results.".!'> 

Through the 1920s and 1930s Husserl became increasingly wide-reaching, 
('Yl'1l baroque, in his conception of the transcendentaL He spcaks not only of the 
transcendental ego but of transcendental eXjJerielll:e,:!l; of transcendental /ije,n of 
transcendentalj(u:ts, of a transcendental past andjitlllre, transcendental ratiollali£l' 
anel c\'en transcendental irratiollali(r, and so Oil. Thus Hussed \\Tites in his draft 
Ei,(rr/ojJal'dia iJritallllira article: 

The transcendental reduction opens up, in fact, a completely new kinel of 
experience that can be systematically' pursued: transcendental experience. 
Through the transcendental reduction, absolute slll~jectivity, which functions 
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everywhere ill hiddeililess, is brought to light along with its whole transcen
dental life, ill whose intentional syntheses all real and ideal objects, with 
their positive existential validity, are constituted. The transcendental reduc
tion yields the thematic field of an absolute phenomenological science, 
called the transcendental science because it encompasses within itself all 
trallscendental or rational-theoretical inquiries.:1B 

1 'he transcendental domain is infinite, but also it is liying, that is, it grmvs and 
accrues dimensions \·vhich become sedimented in it. Transcell(iental philosophy 
is not true just of this world but of all possible vvorlds. Ultimately. a full account 
of the essence of plln.~ consciousness must extend into a complete a priori docu
rnemation of the possible forms of transcendental lift\ not just its actual forms 
but everything which can be 'predclineated' regarding its essence. These includc, 
bizalTely~ the transcendental life of plants, animals/) and all possible a priori 
f()fms of sul~jectivity and intersu~jcctivity.:·\() In so doing, he \vas fully <Hvare of 
extending the concept of the transcendental beY'ond anything envisaged in 
previolls philosophy - not just charting the authentic essence of inexhaustible 
transcendental life, but also offering a (Titigup of trallscendental experience.:)! 
Thus, Hussed believes it is itself a transcendental problem \vhethn something 
like a solipsistic transcendemal ego is itself possible. Nx Hussed, moreover, tran
scendental subjectivity must be 'communicative' and hence intersubjective, 
though the precise manner of its relation to other possible or actual subjects \'v'as 
never settled by him, nor \va<) the issue as to whether it can as.sllme nm'Ci forms 
or whether it can merely instantiate elements predelincated in its essence. In 
other words, in what sense can transcendental subjectivity be genuinely living 
and historical? 

The road to transcendental idealism 

Already in his early Gi:.Htingen lecture courses of 1902--3, Hussed rcpudiated 
Brcnt<lnian descriptive p~)'(holog)!, lIuderstood as underpinning empirical 
psychology, as the correct model f()r exploring the ncwly discovered dornain of 
the esselltial a priori correlations between subjectivity and ol~jectivity. Specifically, 
he was dissatisfied \vith the inextricable naturalism of descriptive psychology, 
essentially of a piece with the scientific and naturalistic turn exemplified by the 
rnodern philosophical tradition. In the First Edition of the inl'estZI;ations he had 
HOt understood that no naturalistic conceived psychology could ever appreciate 
the epistemic achievement of consciollsness. In his 1910·-11 essay Phi/osopID' as a 
RI:f!,OfOUS Sciena,:):l he explains that the rejection of psychologism in the 
illvest(!:!/lliolls needed to be lollmved by a rejection of the 'naturalisatioll of 
consciousness' itscl(tl The descriptive psychological approach inherited Irom 
Brcntano and Stumpf and expressed in the First Edition of the Investigations had 
failed to recognize the domain of pure consciousness, which he now characterizes 
as a self-delimited, self-contained, 'absolute' sphere \vith a 'peculiar oWlllless' 
elltirely distinct from all factual, empirical nature. Thence/()l"th he maintained 
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that consciousness cannot be understood beginning from a sensualism, whereby 
it is seen as containing a sensuous matter provided from ,vithout.:1-1 Rather, the 
essence of consciouslless and indeed of soul, spirit and reason ~" has to be 
understood as meaning production, rnaking sense.:';'-) Already ill Phi/osojJ/~)' as a 
R~!!,orof(s SCifllte, Husserl was claiming that the domain of conscioLlsness (under
stood as spirit) cannot be understood in terms of causation, time, space and 
other attributes of nature. but has an essence and form of its O\vn.:':;I; 

In his mature philosophy, phenomenology is explicated specifically as opposed 
to all forms of natllralism. Already in the bmestz!!,ations, Husser! had lamented that 
his was an age obsessed by the natural sciences and by psychology: Psychologism 
and naturalism are two ever present -- and eyen natural - orientations of the 
mind, which distort the true nature of consciousness and the realm of cognition. 
By the time of Ideas I Husser! is speaking of the 'philosophical poverty' of the 
worldvicw founded ill natural science,:)7 and empha::;izing that transcendental 
research into consciousness is 110t a f()rm of research iIHO nature (,Aatuiforsc/lImg). 
This anti-naturalism led him to see his aflinity with Nco-Kantianism. Thus, in a 
letter dated 20 December 1915, addressed to the leading Neo-Kantian Heinrich 
Rickert. Husser! had commented that he fbund himself in alliance with German 
Idealism against the common ellemy: 'the naturalism of our time,.:':;B 

Husscrl's attempts to penetrate the complexities of time conscioumess, and 
the recognition that consciousness cannot be treated simply as belonging to 
world time but has an immanent temporal organization in its own right, appear 
to have been the catalyst for his transcendental turn, But his increasing interest 
in the histo~F if phi/osopl!)' also played a significant if underappreciated role, Thus, 
ill his 1906----7 !cctures, he also began to recognize the role of scepticism in 
propelling the 'natural thinker':~~' into the transcendental mode and thereby 
opens up a Be\-\, awareness of consciousness as a sphere of cogitatiolles having 
'absolute gin::!lIlC'ss'.'I{) 

It is worth noting, 11mv('\'er. that refuting scepticism is !lot [he main motivation 
l(x Husserl's adopting the transcendental attitude; rather, his real motivation is to 
do justice to the essencc of conscious experience in its objectifying, sense-consti
tuting nature, and in terms of its own unique structure which no natural process 
comes dose to hm'ing (leading Husserl to make the surprising claim in PhilosojJ/~y 
as a R,:gOlVlIS Science, for instance, that consciollsness has llO real parts and is not in 
causal interaction with things of the world), Reflecting 011 these meaning-giving 
formations of consciollsness, Husserl became convinced that consciousness has a 
kind of absolute existence not dependent on the existellce of ol~jects, \vhcreas 
objects are ahvays dependent on some consciousncss. Consciousness is absolute; 
all other being is relative to consciousness. Recognizing the ineliminahle role of 
consciousness ill the constitution of all o!~jecthood, ho\\-'cvel~ does not turn 
objects into mere semblances, as he stresses in a text from 1908:11 Being consti
tuted does not mean not fully real. Transcendental idealism is also an empirical 
realism, and Husser! is not in any way attaching a doubtful or illusory status to 

the ol~jeC(s in thc world. It is rather the Sf!llse (Sinn) of world that is fore\·er altered 
by the transcendcntal approach, ?vIoreover, Husscrl endorscs transcendental 
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philosophy's opposition to scepticism and especially to Hume's mitigated scepti
Cism: 

The genuine transcendental philosophy ... is not like the Humean and 
neither overtly nor covertly a sceptical decomposition of the world cognition 
and of the world itself into fictions, that is to say; in modern terms, a 'philos
ophy of As-If' Least of all is it a 'dissolution' [AlijlOSlIlIg] of the ,yorkl into 
'merely subjective appearances,' w'hich in some still senseful sense ,vould 
have something to do with illusion, It does not occur to transcendental 
philosophy to dispute the V'l'Orld of experience ill the least, ... !:! 

It is worth bearing these claims in mind ,vhen we have to illtcrprct his notorious 
thought experiment of the 'annihilation of the world' ill ideas I, and e1sc ... vhere 
(for example, /-'.:'sle Philosophie), and to which we shall return. 

Husserl's transcendental idealism became thematic, and indeed systematic, in 
his lecture courses of the 1920s in Freiburg, especially E,sIe Philosophie. Here, for 
the first time, he worked out his conception of transcendental philosophy 
through a 'critical history of ideas'. In Cartesian Ala/itations, originally delivered as 
lectures in Paris in 1929, he announces: 'phenomenology' is co ipso "transcen
dental idealism", though in a fundamentally and essentially new sense'. I:) Here 
he aflirms that this idealism is not the product of arguments against realism, but 
emerges rather from close investigations of ('ollstitllting consciousness ill all its 
possible modalities, Thus he asserts: 'The jJroq/ q/ this iriea/ism is thenjore 
jJlumolUl!llologr itself Only someone who misunderstands either the deepest sense of 
intentional method, or that of transcendental reduction, or perhaps both, can 
attempt to scparate phenomenology from transcendcntal idealism.,-I'I 

Despite a new emphasis on the life-\vor!d (Lebenszee//) and its a pn·ori structures 
in the 1930s, Hussed continued to affirm his idealism up to his last writings, 
f()cusing explicitly on history and culture as manifestations of spirit:!5 Thus in 
his 193:') Vil!lllla Lecture he \'vTircs: 

It is my conviction that intentional phcnomenology has made of the spirit 
qua spirit for the first time a field of s'ystematic experience and science and 
has thus brought ahout the total rcorientation [Umste/llfllg1 of the task of 
knowledge. The universality of the absolute spirit surrounds everything that 
exists \vith an absolute historicity; to \vhich nature as a spiritual structure is 
subordinated. Intentional phellomenology~ and specifically transcendental 
phenomenology, was first to see the light through its point of departure and 
its methods. Only through it do we understand, and from the most profound 
reasons, what naturalistic objectivism is and understand in particular that 
psychology, because of its naturalism, has to miss entirely the accomplish
ment, the radical and genuine problem of the lifl:~ of the spirit.'Hi 

Transcendental phenomenology is now the sciencc that grasps in a fundamental 
way the meaning of the accomplishment qf Jpiritllal lift in all its forms, that is, what 
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makes rational human illtersubjective life possible as sllch. :v1oreover, as Husser! 
claims (in Hegelian manner but without invoking Hegel): 'The spirit, and indeed 
only the spirit, exists ill itself and for itself: is self-sufficient [eigenstalldig.l; and in its 
self-sufficiency, and only in this way; it call be treated truly rationaHy, truly and 
from the ground up scientifically.' 17 

Transcendental experience and transcendental life 

Husserl's turn to the transcendental aimed precisely to open tip this remarkable 
'new sphere of heing' (eil/e neue Seins:-,phiire)"jg \vhich is also a sphere of 'pure 
su!~jective !i\·ing' (rein sllbjek/ii:es Lebell):19 The transcendental domain is a domain 
of living spirit. As Husser! makes clear, the essence of this spirit is its free, teleo
logical activity (what Kant misleadingly caUs sjJontanei[Y) alld the transcendental 
uncovering of this realm must recognize the operation of teleological reasonings 
and motivatiolls. )..,loreowT, the transcendental domain is also a domain of 
genetic constitution. Humans move from children to adults and gain nc\v convic
tiolls, habits and attitudes. Others become sedimented and obscured. But aU 
together belong to the transcendental genesis of the transcendental ego (and 
outwards to the cornmunity and to intersubjective life). f\lthough he presents it 
tirst as all egologr, he also shmvs it to be a realm of intersubjectivity, a realm of 
spirit. It is, fix Husserl, borrowing from Leibniz, a community of monads. The 
sphere of the transcendental is the sphere of lif(~ itself: but not life construed in a 
biological or naturalistic way, but life as ego-centred consciousness \vith it'.> 
emotional, practical and rational moti\·atiolls, interconnections and achieve
mCiHS. It is f()r this reason that the domain of the transcendental is also a domain 
of eXjJerirl/(e. 

Defining Husserl's transcendental idealism 

Hussed's ull\vavcring and indeed deepening commitment to transcendental 
philosophy has a nurnber of distinguishing features. First of all, the transcen
dental domain must be uncovered by a specific method - either by the Cartesian 
way or some other \vay;)o but in every case it is explored by intuition. The tran
scendental emerges only through adopting a new and 'unnatural' attitude. \Vhen 
we consider our consciousness in all its forms and intercollnections, actual and 
possible, we arc already living in the transcendental attitude;-) 1 we are cOllsid
ering pure consciousness 'as the absolllte[r se[Fcolltailled realm q/ pllre(v sllbje(til.~e being 
... with its purely immanent interconnections, abilities, sense-structures':-):,) \Ye 

have consciousness 'taking charge' of itself intuitively. 
Trrllfstl!Jldentai rf!.Jlet!ion must be distinguished from !la/llral rdled/on (which itself 

has been misconstrued by philosophers such as Locke). As natural rel1ecting 
beings we discover our empirical su~jectivity as humallS among humans. 
Transcendcntal rdlectic)J1 leading to the transcendental self has to break with 
the structures governing natural ref1ection. Ref1ection is characterized by 'ego
splitting' whereby one self is brought into vie\v but the self viewing it retreats 
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into allonymity and indeed unconsciousness.:):~ Each act of ref1ection can itself 
be relkcted on, this belongs to the very essence of ref1ection. As usual, in 
considering complicated forms of self-reflection Husser! begins \vith the self
a\vareness in perception .. All ref1ection is modelled on this self-perception .~. 'the 
original form of all reflection' - and self-recollection is the primary variant of 
this self-perception:-)'I The key point is that natural reflection is still intertwined 
with the Seillsglaube, the belief in the world, \vhereas transccndental reflection 
neutralizes this belieC'J') :Moreover, transcendental reflection is a practice that 
must be sustained against all temptations to relapse into the natural attitude. 
Transcendental philosophy, then, cuts the Gordian knot that tics our reflection 
to the \vorld. 

\Vhat transcendental reflection rcveals is a new domain of meanings, senses, 
noemata, correlated to ideal conscious forms, according to a priori laws of 
essence. As Husserl's former student and close critic Roman Ingarden wrote: 'the 
fundamental thesis of "transcendental idealism" is obtained: vv'hat is real is 
nothing but a constituted noematic unity (indi\·idual) of a specific kind of sense 
which in its being and quality [Soseill] results from a set of experiences of a 
special kind and is quite impossible without them.',-)(i 

Every unity of meaning, every sense, depends essentially on its relation to 
consciousness. Husser! even concludes Ideas II by claiming that nature itself is 
ahvays relative relative to an absolute, namely~ spiriL·-)7 As Roman Ingarden 
formulates Husserl's position: 

The existence of \vhat is perceived (of the perceived as such) is nothing 'in 
itself' hut only something 'for somebody,' for the experiencing ego. 'Streic/Jen 
wir das Feine BewlisstseiTl, so slreichen "{iJir die Widt' ('If \·ve exclude pure conscious
ness then \ve exclude the vvorld') is the famous thesis of Husserlian 
transcendental idealism which he was already constantly repeating in 
lectures during his Gbttingen period:-)H 

Husserl himself \voldd proclaim in 1924-: 

\Vith the Ideas the deepest sense of the Cartesian turn of modern philosophy 
is, I dare to say, revealed, and the necessity of an absolutely self-contained 
eidetic science of pllre consciousness in general is cogently demonstrated· 
that is, however, in relation to all correlations grounded in the essence of 
consciousness, to its possible really immanent moments and to its noemata 
and or~jcctivities itltelltionally-ideally determined thereill.:-)~) 

I shall han' more to say about the meaning of the a priori correlation between 
noesis and lloema, proper to the phenomenological and, as belonging to the ego, to 
the transcendelltal domain. I want first to analyse in more detail another feature 
of Hussed's transcendental idealism, namely, the manller ill which he understood 
it to be the inevitable olltcome of the progress of modern philosophy and also 
the essential core of all true philosophy (the true first philosophy ~- the 'philos-
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ophy of the beginning'). In f~lCt, Hussed, in a rnanner increasingly dose to Hegel, 
believes that transcendental philosophy takes up and completes alt prcTious 
philosophy; it embraces and redeems the entire philosophical traditionY(j 

Against Kant and Hegel, howeveJ; Hussed claims that transcendental philos
ophy is not the OLitcome of any speculative philosophical synthesis, but rather 
involves all uncovering of a realm of direct experience.hl III that sense, it is not a 
philosophical position at all. Transcendental renection opens up a lle\\· realm of 
eX/Jerfella transcendental experience (trans<.endelltale Ed(lIlflll~!!,), ill itself an tlifimle 
and se!Ft'lldosed realm of self--rdated consciollsness. This sharply distinguishes his 
conception from that of Kant or indeed any of his predecessors. Husserl's is Bot 
a sul~jccti"e or psychological idealism nor a Kamian idealism, \vhich believes it 
can keep open, at least as a limiting concept, the possibility of a world of thill~rs 
in thernsclves'Y:2 Rathel', Husserl insists his is a new and radical idealism of a 
fundamentally difTerent kind. It does not derive from speculative argumentation 
but from a consideration of the kinds of constitution invoked in various entities 
-- whether they be in nature, culture or \vodd. 

The historical discovery of transcendental philosophy 

Transcendental philosophy is not a spontaneous acquisition but emerged histori
cally, and had to he (h~ml'erC(/Y:) ).;lodern philosophy exhibits a 'steady direction of 
dcn:iopmCllt towards trallscelldCl~tal philosophy' .(i-l In the course of his kritisrlte 
idm~gesdlldl/£,(i:J Hus.<;crl explicates his conception of the emergence of tmllS(flI

dmfal philosophy through original and bold readings not only of Descartes, but 
also of Lcibniz, Berkeley and Hurne. Up to Husserl's own time, however, it still 
had not achieved pure selF·collSciousness as to its nature and purpose, as the 
Pas.ril'e .~·)'lItl{(;sf!s lectures attcst.(it; Descartes is the 'epoch-making awakener of the 
transcendelHal problematic'.(;] 'a precursor of transcendental philosophy·',!iB in 
whom is first [()lHld the 'seed' (die keime) of transcendental philosophy(i~) specifi
cally in his application of the method of doubt,'O \vhich first made \'isihle 
transcencicmal subjectivity as a unified self. Descartes" like \-10ses ~ saw the 
'promised land', but did Il0t set faot there. Husser! therefore must rethink 
Descartes' founding insights and rccO\·cr their truc meaning ,- a meaning to 
which Descartes himself had been blind, sillce he elTecti,,:eiv restored a 'new 
dogmatism',71 F(w H llssed, the originally Platonic ideal of piliiosophical science, 
and the [ckal of all genuine philosophy, is first put into anion by Descartes. To 
rethink it radically is the essence of the 'new Cartesian ism' Husser! speaks of ill 
his Pan~\' LN/Ul"es.7:2 

Husser[ characterizes his disco\'(~ry of meaning-constituting consciousness at 
the heart or seemingly natural experience as an essential development of the 
trallS(Cllden/a/ tllm of modern philosophy, ill contrast with the natllralism of 
Locke. 7:-; Locke. who legitimately founded modern psychology, hac! a quest {{)r 
origins that he completely misinterpreted and thus lost all possibility of transcell
delltal \·ie\ving. Berkeley, on the other hand, though trapped in naturalism, at 

least recognized the possibility or a purely immanent theory and made the first 
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systematic attempt to provide a theory of the constitution of the world by the 
human knower. 71 As a committed sensualist, hm .... e"er, Berkeley could not grasp 
the distinction bet\ .... een the diverse modes of appearing and the identical object 
that appears in and through them.t.:i Hume, too, is a transcendental philosopher 
fi)r Hussed,7f) since he understands the objectivity of the \vorld to be a product 
of subjective achievements. On the other hand, Hume's appeals to concepts likc 
'custom', 'human nature', 'sense organs', which imply transcendence of their 
own,77 shO\v the essential contradiction in Hume's own stance. 

But more than any other philosopher, Hussed felt the need to return again 
and again to Descartes. The nature of the Cartesian project and Cartesian 
doubt have, of course, been a matter of complex debate among specialists. 
Hussed's \·iew of Descartes is distinctive (though possibly influenced by Lotze's 
discussion of Descartes in his Logic, Bk III, ch. iii, par. 323),7B and indeed also 
evoked considerably in the course of his career. Unfortunately; I do not have 
space here to elaborate Hussed's very interesting and provocative reading of 
Descartes, except to state that Hussed seems to take five iterns specifically from 
him: the idea of a radical reform of philosophy; the prillciple of presupposition
lessncs.<;; idea of putting into suspense all world-af1irming judgements; evidence 
as the criterion for truth; and the idea of scientific knowledge as absolutely justi
fied kllmvledge,7~1 whereby one accords validity only to that which is given \vith 
apodictic evidence,no But, finally, Hussed's interpretation radically transforms 
the Cartesian project, showing that the supposed results of the Cartesian founda
tion of objective knowledge burst apart at the seams.a1 

As early as the Logical hwestigatiolls, Husserl had been captivated by Descartes' 
project of securing science on the basis of evidellt cognitions, cognitions given 
'dearly and distillctly' (dare el distincte), the project of f{)uIlding all deductions in 
intuitions. Indeed, he often invokes Descartes' twin criteria of truth, namely, 
'clarity and distinctness' (Alar/leit mal Defltlidllzeit)B'l in our concepts. Central to the 
Cartesian way, then, will be the account of evidence, but we shall not discuss that 
problematic notion here. III his 1906--7 lectures ilJlrodudioll 10 L()gic alld Ihe Theol), 

qf hlwlder{{!,e, Hussed expands on Descartes" sceptical method, and, \vhile recog
nizing the similarity bet\veen Descartes' global doubts and his own method of 
putting everything into suspension, he recognizes th(~ diflerence of iutention 
between them.!\:) ~·loti\'ated both as a philosopher and as a scientist, Descartes 
wanted to identif')t a first principle upon \vhich to build a demonstrative science 
more geollietriro, w·hereas in the performance of Hussed's ejJOc/ii the existing 
sciences are neither augmented nor diminished, but rather achieve clarification 
(Alifkliirung) of sense .. Moreover, Husscd sees it as the fllllclamental error of ratio
nalism that it took mathematics as the model of philosophy, \vhereas OIle must 
distinguish the scientific spirit from the spirit of philosophical critique. B-1 ror 
Hussed, Descartes enters the \-vay of doubt or suspension of belief in a purel)-.' 
voluntary manner. Anyone can voluntarily direct his or her doubt at any belief 
\,\---hatsoc\,er. \Vhereas there are certain texts iu which Descartes ernphasizes the 
need far cogent reasons for doubting (and indeed he supplies reasons far doubting 
in the 'First :~vleditation', for example), Husser! thinks a new beginning will not 
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c\·cn assume the binding character of reasoning andlogic.KJ Descartes' purpose 
and procedures for the ulli\'t~rsal doubt are different from Hussed's. 

Needless to say, Husserl offers lTIany particular (and not always consistent) 
interpretations of Descartes' 'putting into question' (In-Frage-Stellen) of the 
external world over the course of his careel: In his '?vfeditatiolls Descartes' 'h:vver
bolic doubt' takes the form of a \vorry" about the genius maliglllls, \vhich puts in 
question the n:ry existence of the world and even the existence of the inquirer in 
the most radical way, such that it is entirely possible for the Cartesian inquirer 
that the world itself is an illusion and docs not exist. Husser! distinguishes his 
phenomenological ejJoc/ti from the Cartesian at precisely this point. w; Descartes' 
is a dogmatic scepticism the denial of the existence of the world - rather than 
a Pyrrhonian scepticism \vhich remains uncommitted. Husserl always argues that 
it is countersensical to attempt to deny the world from within the world. Husser! 
himself wants a rather different conclusion to be drmvn from the ejJOchi. \Ve 
should sllspend belief in the \vodd, and instead of naively accepting it we can 
give it the status of 'acceptance phenomenon'.H i \Vhat must be effected is 'a 
certaill allllllllllellt C!I jJositing,.m; The positing remains what it is, yet it is efTectively 

corralled or put into brackets. 
I J)O\V enter a \\·orId \vhere the factual and contingent drops away and I expe

rience the world and my O\vn conscious acts as a set of correlations between 
intentions and their fulfilling senses. Descartes' key insight that all sciences gain 
their validity with reference to self-knO\\.'Jedge and the experience of the 'ego 
cogilO. q!,o 511111" is interpreted by Hussed, in his later years at least (as he puts it ill 
the Amsterdam Lertures) as: 

E\·ery real thing, and ultimately the \vhole world as it exists for U5 in such 
and such a way, only exists as an actual or possible cogitatllm of ollr own mgi
folio, as a pos::;ible experiential content of our own experience; and in 
dealing with the content of our own life of thought and knowing, the best 
case being in myself: one may assume our OWll (intersubjectivc) operations 
i()!' testing and proving as the pre-eminent f{)I'm of evidentially grounded 
truth. Thus, for us, true being is a llame for products of actual and possible 
cognitin~ operations, an accomplishment of cognition [Erkmlltnisleisfllllg] y:l 

Husserl is clear that the bracketing of the existence-positing aspect of our 
conscious acts is one of the most eflectivc \\'ays of aITiving at the domain of 
transcendental 'self experience' (Sdbst£([almmg), but it must never be construed as 
bringing our naturally existing, psychological self (slim) into view yo \Vhile the 
domain of incli\·idual self is the 'phenomenological residllum'~!i left over, this 
must be lIllderstood as the pure or transcendental not the empirical, natural ego. 

Despite Husserl's life-long engagement with the Cartesian \vay; he neverthe
less recognized its inherent problems, especially the difTiClilty of mo\'illg from 
its fundamcllta!ly ego-centred stance to uncover the realm of transcendental 
intn:mJde(livi{rY'2 In the Crisis he would concede that the Cartesian way to tran
scendental subjectivity· \\'as too abrupt in that it brought one into the 
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transcendental realm too quickly, and in fact the reflection on the life-world is 
mcant to remedy defects in the Cartesian way. In hKt, it is puzzling hO\v the 
Cartesian method of reduction leads one to constituting sllbjedivirv at all. \Vhile it 
is clear that one arrives at noetic-noematic correlations with their thetic char
acter inhibited, how docs one progress to viev·.,' these as accomph~'hments, and 
specifically of an ego, unle::;$ one has already succumbed to the Cartesian claim 
that the ejJorM leads olle to the ego cogito? It seems Husser! requires the Cartesian 
way to gain sight of a constituting ego, and hence its prominence in his writ
ings. But, evell as he was developing the Cartesian \vay in the 1920s, he was 
also exploring another \va:v; through a radical meditation on the achievement of 
Kant (hut always aware of the limitations of his forrnal concept of the ego as 
an identity pole) and of German Idealism (specifically Fichte). 

Radicalizing Kant's achievexnent and the encounter 
with Fichte 

\Vhile Husserl gra5ped the importance of Descartes right from the beginning, it 
\-vas some years before he recognized his aninit)' vvith Kant. Paul Natorp may be 
credited \vith awakening Husserl from the anti-Kamian suspicions earlier incul
cated in him by Bremano, who portrayed Kant as the beginning of the demise of 
scientific philosophy and as opening the paths to scepticism, subjectivism and 
ultimate irrationality. But Natorp, himself following Hermann Cohen,~l3 had 
shown Husser! a way of interpreting the Kantian a priori stripped of suqjcctivism 
and 'anthropologism', distancing the notion of the a jJriori from the more suspect 
naturalistic notion of the 'innate. 

Husser! had wrestled with Kant sillce the beginning of his career, criticizing 
the latter's aCcoullt of numbers in Philo!iop/~y qf Arithmetic (1891). III the Prolegomena 
he ackumvledged Kant's importance and endorses the latter's distinction 
between pure and applied logic, while rejecting Kant's restriction of logic to the 
Aristotelian syllogistic.~)·l Already in the First Edition of the Prolegomena, he 
echoes Kant's characterization of his transcendental philosophy as the inquiry 
into the conditions that make objective knowledge possible: 'VV·e are plainly 
concerned with a quite necessal)' generalization of the question as to the "condi
tions of the possibility of experience" [Ba/ingllllgen da J1o.glichkeit eiller 
I<..J:folmmgJ. ,~I.-) 

HO\vever, Husser! believes this search for idea! conditions of experience must 
be given a far stricter determination than Kant had done. He first of all jettisons 
all searching into psychological conditions of the real causal kind, conditions 
which determine how humans approach knmvlcdge. He is interested in ideal 
conditions, which again he distinguishes into two kiBds - the nOelic and the logi({ll. 
Noetic conditions concern the subjective elements that must be in place for any 
kind of 'thinking being' - truths must be grasped as truths, and as consequences 
of other truths, and so 011. These are diflerent Ii-om the logically objective condi
tions that concern the laws governing the truths themselves, which hold 
independently of our grasping them. But Husserl also wants a stricter determi-
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nation of dw meanillg of possibility and of the kind of aprioricity invoh·ed. 
Even at [his «arly stage in the First Edition of 1900, possibility is understood as 
'essentiality' 11;".)(JlhqjiZJ;keit).% Hussed will never let go of this illsight that \vhat is 
at stake in tLe a priori is the notion of essence or ndos (see Format and Transrenden/a/ 
LfJgic §97, \\'h(T(" Husserl claims that the only sense the term 'a priori' has in his 
writings is thaI of eidoJ)yi Similarly, in Ideas I Husserl announced that he was 
avoiding rIw term 'a priori' and instead introducing the term eir/os. 

In a certain S(,l1se, then, and especially \vith regard to the strict epistemolog
ical character. [he roots of the transcendental turn are already present ill the 
First Edition or the Logi(a/ !JwesIZgatiolls. In his early elucidations of phenomeno
logical method Husserl stresses his interest in the how of knowledge. For Kant, 
the w~ry meaning of transcendental philosophy is that it is interested in the how 
of our kno\\'ledge in so fa.r as this mode of komvledge is a/m'ori: 'I call all cogni
tion trall.:;(r"lidmta/ that is occupied not so much with ol~jects but rather \vith ollr 
mode of cognition of objects insofar as this is to be possible a priori. '~JB 

To appreciate the extent of his mature transcendental idealism, I turn 1100V to 
his Fichtt lectures, where Husserl briefly sketches the progress of modern philos
ophy Il'om Descartes to Kant, which revolutionized the approach to natllre by 
overturlling the natural naive belief in things out there and instead showed that 
space, time, causality are 'forms of a thinking which belong inseparably to our 
kind of rninc!,?J leading to the view that 'subjectivity is \vorld-creative' .wo In the 
last year of the Great \'VaI~ on several occasions in Freiburg, Husser! deliH~red a 
series of three lectures to serving soldiers on Fichtes Alensl"ltlzeitsidea/ (Fi(hte's Idea/ C!f 
HIl1!1aui{I'). lUi :\ proud German nationalist, Husserl here portrays Germany as a 
natioll \\'itll a distillcti\"t~ spirit 1l00V threatened from \vithout. Germany is the 
land or Copcmiclls, Kepler, Leiblliz, Lessing, Herder and \Vinckelmallll, but in 
particular it produced German Idealism, 'indigenous to OLlr pcople',IO:! once 
fully understood but now fallen into neglect and misunderstanding. Nevertheless, 
it will retum as the "one-sickel naturalistic mode of thinking and feeling loses its 
power'. !iI:) 

It \\'as Fichte who put Kant's philosophy on a secure footing by genuinely 
uniting theory and practice and ridding it of obscure 'things in themselves'. For 
HusserL 'Kant's results arc the points of departure for Fichte'. j().! Kant had 
maintained that the transcendent things in themselves alIcct our sensibility even 
if \ve cannot kllow anything abollt them. Fichte s\veeps this a\vay as a remnant 
of dogmatism, and also Kant's assumption that sensibility must be passively 
stimulatcd from without before it can be active. For Fichte, human sul~jectivity is 
itself the primal action that brings the experience of world into being: 'The 
Fichtean I ... is the self-positing action (sich selbst setz..ende 7(dhandlllllg) out of \vhich 
ill infinite sLlcccssion en~r new actions originate'. 1 0.-) IVloreover, these actions are 

teleological or goal-oriented, and thus 'to \\:rite the history" of the I, of the abso~ 
[ute illtei!igellcc, is therefore to write the history of the necessary teleology in 
which the world as phenorncnal comes to progressive creatioll, comes to creation 
ill this intelligence'.! lJ(; In humalls, the absolute I splits itself and philosophy 
consists ill graspillg the world as the product of this self-splitting ego. Fichte's 
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particular genius is to see the moral dimension of this idealism. The aim of the 
self-development of the ego is a moral world order, which is the guiding ideal of 
rcason itself Husserl himself~ looking to a universal moral community beyond 
any narrO\v national self-interest, cites Fichte's hope for a 'total rebirth of 
humanity'. 107 .Moreovel~ human self-understanding is the self-revelation of God. 

Similar to his embrace of FiclIte in 1917, in his address to Freiburg University 
ill celebration of Kant Oll I i\"1ay 1924 Husser! stressed the 'obvious essential 
relationship' between his phenomenology and the transcendental philosophy of 
Kant, I on and thc 'inexorable necessity' that led him to transcendental philos
ophy. Kant oflcred an entirely new vision and new approach in philosoph)" even 
the idea of it had never previously been articulated, Kant thereby set a task that 
remains 'the most exuberant of aU scientific tasks for mankind', 109 'the greatest 
of all theoretical tasks that could be given to modern humallity,.IIO Husserl's 
unique and dec ply original transcendental philosophy must attempt a radicaliza
tion of the truth hidden in Kant. II! This involves a sharpened sense of the a 
jJriori (including the defence of the maund a priori) and a recognition that 
Husserl assumed that the form of the world \vas more or less as given in 
Newton's physics, whereas Husserl himself recognized the crucial role of the life
world (Lebenswelt). Nevertheless, Kant \vas only the 'preshaper of scientific 
transcendental philosophy', since he left it half submerged in mythical concepts 
(Husserl has no time for Kant's thing-in-itself, the doctrine of illtellectus ardle(rjJllS, 
the mythology of transcendental apperception, etc.).!!~ Kant did have a 
genuinely profound sense of the fundamental nature of ~1'lltlzesis and was 
carrying out genuine intentional analyses, I I:) Indeed, Brentano's failure \vas 
precisely his inability to connect intclltionality with synthesis. Kant, then, offers 
Husserl a new way of entering into the nature of intentional life as a system of 
syntheses, either passively or actively carried out by the ego . .\-1oreover, with 
Kant, Husser! held time to be the deepest form of synthesis. 

So far ill this chapter I have been charting the historical genesis of transcen
dental philosophy ill Husserl's O\vn development and in the modern 
philosophical tradition from Descartes to Kant and Fichte, as Husser! reads that 
tradition, I shall nO\v turn to examine in more detail the manner in which the 
transcendental attitude emerges out of the normal 'natural' attitude, \'Vhen Husscrl 
simply presents thc problematic of the emergence of the transcendental attitude, 
he begins vvith a discussion of our natural, practical or theoretical, worldview. 

The natural attitude and the surrounding world 
(Umwelt) 

Beginlling vvith his 191 o~ II lectures Gnllldprobleme der Phiinolfleuologie ll '! and, in 

print, his 19 I a-II essay Philosop/~y as a Rigorous Science, Husserl explicitly focused 
on the central doctrines of nawralism and its accompanying outlook, 'the 
natural attitude' (die natiirliche Einsle//ullg). As he " .. Tites in 1913, 'natural cognition 
begins with experience [Eda/mlllg} and remains \vithin experience', I 1.-) the whole 
horizon of possible investigations is termed 'the world'. All sciences are sciences 
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of the world. The 'correlate' of the natural attitude is the uwld, \ Hi which itself is 
a limit idea, an 'idea lying at infinity"'. I \ i It is the idea of a correlate of the $ellSe

bestowing functions of conscious life . 
. ,\ll activities of consciousness, including all scientific activit)"; indeed aU 

knovvledge, initially take place within the natural attitude. \ \ g In Ersle Philosophie 

Husserl writes: 

The natural attitude is the {()fm in which the total lifc of humanity is real
ized in running its natural, practical course. It was the only form from 
millennium to millennium, until out of science and philosophy there devel

oped unique motivations for a revolution. \ I~J 

Everything is originall:,' a part of this natural \vorld, including living things, 
anima15, humans, communities and cultural items and establishments of 

C\'ery kind, including scientific theories themselves. 1
:
W 

\Ve li\'e naively in this world, swimming \vith the now of its givcns that have 
the character of being 'on hand' (vorllanden) and 'actual' (Icirldiell).! '2 1 The natural 
attitude itself pervades all our consciousness but is not articulated; it is 'unthe
matic, unthought, unpredicatcd'. It is ahv'ays 'on hand' and yet in a sense 

ill(ieterminate. 
Reflecting on the manner in which all natural activity operates with a general 

stance, Husserl becomes aware of the phenomenon of the COllllecteciness 
V:)lswllllleuhang) of all experience, the 'pre-given' experience of a 'wodd' .1'2'2 

Traditional philosophy and sciences have offered a descriptioll of this \vorld, but 
to that extent they have remained philosophies and sciences of the natural atti
tucle. The natural attitude through its \vorld belief is a source of contingencv 
and as such it can never provide ;he absolute ground of science, 1'2:-; :\ IT\'olutio;l 

in attitude is therefore necessary, I shall not attempt here to explore \vhat mot i
\'atcs this change of attitude, This is a controversial topic among Husserl 
scholars. For the purposes of this essay, it is enough to realize that the natural 
attitudc cannot comprehend itself "dIile remaining within its own vvorld, and 
that to understand the how of the natural attitude is precisely to adopt the tran
scelldental attitude, :"-lorcO\'er, the change of attitude, once enacted, is not 

ternporary but permanent. 

The revolution or inversion (Urnwendung) 

In order to bring this normal natural epistemological attitude into fOCllS, in 

order to bring it to self-understanding, a fundamental 'shift of attitude' 
(EiJlslelLulIgiindenmg) or 'shift of regard' (BlickiiJldcnmg) 1 '2'\ must take place. Husscd 
fi-equcntIy speaks of a 'rc\ulution' or 'rcversal' (UIIIU'I!lUlllllg),12.-j a 'transposition' 
(timstellung),! '!.li a 'Cartesian oycrthrow' (cartesiallischer limslllr::..). \ '27 'a total change' 
(eine totafe A/ldenmg)l'2H of existing opinion, and indeed of normal human livil-lg, 
III Thl! Idea q/ Phenoll/eIlolo!!.y Husser! characterizes this shift as the move to the 

--Wi?'-" 
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philosoj)/iical attitude. !'29 From 1905---7 onwards, he sees this shift as enahled hI' 
the plllJllolllell%,gicai redudioll, 1 :-m 

Husser! initially understands the reduction primarily as an ej)J'stemologiral move, 
which brings into focus the genuine epistemic structures and Imvs sharply distin
guished from psychological accOllnts of the knowing process. Thus, in his 
1906---7 lectures. he expressed frustration at tlw fact that Neo-Kantians had criti
cized his phenomenology as psychologistic, v,'ilereas the empiricists had 
misunderstood his supposed 'Platonism': 'the Kantians are blind to what is 
phenomenological; the empiricists to that which relates to the theory of knowl
edge', I:;; I But, in line with his gro\ving recognition of the ditTcrellt layers of the 
reduction, he realizes that the overthrmv of the natural attitude provides access 
to transcendental experience and to tlH~ recognition that the whole 1';ensc of the 
world in itself anel all its yalidities are cognitive accomplishments, productions or 
acilie\'emcIHs (Erkelllltllisleistllngell) in and for hllman sul~jectivityY\'2 The reduction 
is supposed to rnake transparent how consciollsness cOllstitutes within itself all 
worldly transcendencies, all objccthood. This is Kant's breakthrough: to ha\'(~ 

grasped the \vorld as the outcome of syntheses and constitutioll, Its sense and its 
being are products of transcendental subjecti\'ity, As Husser! says, 'there is 
phenomenological correlation-research, \vhich explores the possible \vorld and its 
ontic structures (as a world of possible experience) with regard to the possible 
bestowal of sense and the establishment of being, without \vhich that worlel 
equall')" could not be thought'. I:'\:) 

Husserl's modes of reduction may be considered as diflerent \vays of bringing 
the transcendental into view and of aUO\ving us to inhabit this domain, to really 
live in it. To retain the properly transcendental attitude, to stay within its space of 
reasons. as it VI/ere, one has to maintain vigilance against the relapse into natu
ralism, which is the sin of 'transcendental psychologism', against which Husser! 
regularly warned, Phenornenology carried out as a kind of pure psychology must 
be distinguished from a properly transcendental phenomenology: 1:)'1 The same 

insights occur in both sciences hut their meaning changes in transcendental 
phenomcnology, But no psychology -- not even a pure psychology -- can found 
transcendental philosophy as such. Neycrtheless, in Ideas I §76 Husserl acknowl
edges that evcry discovery of transcendental phenomenology can be 
reinterpreted as an eidetic-psychological finding, and he ('ontinucd to emphasize 
the strirl parallelism between the natural and the transcendental. In other words, 
there is an essential parallelism bet\vcen transcendental phenomenology and 
pure psychology (it is clear that the Cartesiall regress to the rogilo brings both the 
empirical ego and the transcendental ego into view, but the transcendcntal ego 
requires an additional change of attitude, olle which puts in suspension the 
'general thesis' of the world), 

As Husser! says ill Erste Philosopllie, there can be oilly onc method for transcen
dental philosophy: to 'study cognizing life itself in its O\Vll essence achievements 
[das erknlllfude Leben selbst ill seiJleJI ez/tf11eJ1 ytresfllleislungen]', I :).! and this within a 
wider study of consciousncss itself and how it constitutes ol~jcctivc senses and 
true senses. For Husserl, it is important to understand that the re:iuction does not 
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involve paring avvay of a portion of the real, but an abstention from reality under
stood as. actuality, which tea\'{~s in place all conscious enactments and thcir 
products, but simply no\v presented to the theoretical onlooker. 

It is in Ideas I that Husserl first declared in print that the phenomenological 
reduction may properly be characterized as transcendental: 

The characterization or the phenomenological recitKtion and, like\vise, of 
the pure sphere of mental processes as 'transcendental' rests precisely on the 
fact that we discover in this reduction an absolute sphere of stuffs and noetic 
f()l"ms [eine absolute Sphare "['011 Stiffen ulld lIoetischen F'ormell] whose determinately 
structured cornbinations possess, according to immallent eidetic necessity, 
the malyellous. consciousness of something determinate and determinable, 
given thus and so, vvhich is something over and against consciousness itself, 
something fundamentally." other, non-really inherent [Irreelles], transcendent; 
the characterization of mental processes as 'transcendental' further rests on 
the fact that this is the primal source [die Urque/le] in \vhich is found the only 
conceivable solution of those deepest problems of cognition concerning the 
essence and possibility of an objectively valid knowledge of something tran
scendent. I :'lb 

Husserl places the emphasis on explaining hO\v the miracle of the appearance 
of objectivity within subjectivity is brought about. How can the forms of 
consciollsness come together according to necessary laws to generate ol~jectivity 
as something other, transcendent and non-immanent in consciousness? 

In ideas I the new transcendental appreciation of consciousness is marked by 
the self:'evidence of the immanent perception or of one's consciollsness of one's 
OWI1 stream of mental processes. He understands the Cartesian cogit{) as shO\ving 
that ever:.' conscious experience cOlltains the essential possibility of its being 
reflected on in a way that confirms its actual occurrence in an irrefragable 
manner. As Husser! puts it: 'To each stream of mental processes and to each 
Ego, as Ego. there belongs the essential possibility or acquiring this evidence; 
each bears in itself: as an essential possibility the guarantee of its absolute exis
tellce [seines absolutes Daseln].' i :1/ As Husser! confirms further down in the same 
paragraph, any consciolls process is 'originarily and absolutely given' not only in 
respect of its essence hut also of its existence. Of course, Husserl emphasizes 
how limited is the evidence w·hich is given by such 'immanent' seizing of one's 
own processes. One cannot, for example, infer from the existence of the 
processes themselves that they arc components of a real human being (as Husserl 
himself noted ill a marginal entry). 

In Erste P/ii/osoj)/tie Part '1\vo, Husserl further recognizes the difference bet\veen 
rccog11izing the irremovability of the self and its experience rrom any thought of 
the \-vorld and, 011 the other hand, the kind of transcendental self-awareness 
w·hich results precisely from the critique of this mundane seU:'experience and 
which is entirely incapable of being thought away. I:)); This requires moving 
beyond the 'human l' (das Alenschen-ldl) 1:)9 to discover myself as subject for the 
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whole \,vorld. Even if I were to try to think away the existence of the \vorId and 
of my· mundane human scl( I would still discover myself as there: 'I would be 
and \voulc! remain someone whose being is not touched by any Ilothillgnes.<; 
affecting the \.,:odd [YJleltllic/ztigkeit], someone who can never be annihilated in a 
so-called epistemological annihilation [erkenlliniskritische f'emichtw{g] of my body 
and of all the \·vorld.' l'l!l Husserl even says, allowing himself the use of religious 
language (inadmissible at this stage in strict science), one could think of this as a 
kind of survival like that of an angel or a pure souL There is a sharp differentia
tion to be made beth·een my mundane and transcendental sclf~experience. 

In contrast to this apodictic sclr-givenness of immanent experiences, Husserl 
claims that it is an eidetic Imv that physical existence is never required as neces
sary by the givenness to consciousness of anything physicaL The transcendent 
physical is by its essential nature ahvays contingent. H I The sclf-givenness of 
immanent conscious processes, 011 the other hand, is entirely different and is 
absolutely given. It belongs, Husser! says, to 'a sphere of absolute positing [eine 
Sphiire absoluter Posz"tionr,I.12 Against the backdrop of this contingent posited world 
is the positing ego that is necessalj and absolute. There is what Husserl calls an 
'essential detachableness [prillzipielle Abliisbarf..eit] of the vdlOle natural world from 
the domains of consciousness'. J-I:) Husserl presents the 'detachability' or one

sided separability of the \·vorld from consciousness as the discovery implicit in the 
Cartesian cogito. The essence of the transcendent \vorld is such that it has 
meaning only in essential interconnection with consciousness - and not just 
possible consciollsness but actual consciousness. It \vas this claim that led to his 
explicit adoption of transcendental idealism, especially in Ideas I §47, and which 
Husserl maintains ror the rest of his life. In his Fic/de Lectures he had criticized 
Kant for still retaining this mythical view of transcendent things in themselves 
affecting our sensibility, as if subjectivity needed a stimulus to waken it from its 
original passivity', vvbereas, for Husserl, as for Fichte, consciousness has an orig~ 
inai activity: As Husserl explicitly confirms in the Crisis, he is agamst any 
'absolutization' of the world \vhich \vould treat it as a thing 'in itself' indepen
dent or our consciousness and knowledge of it. 

One of Husserl's most notorious claims in Ideas I §49 is that \ve can think the 
very 'annihilation of the world' (vt'eltvemichtUlIg) withollt thereby being able to 
think or the disappearance of consciousness. This claim is also repeated several 
times in Ideas II: 

If \ve think of monadic subjects and their streams of consciousness, or 
rather, if \ve think or the thinkable minimum of selt:'collsciousness, then a 
monadic consciousness, one that would have no '\,vorld' at all given to it, 
could indeed be thought, - and thus a monadic consciousness without regu
larities in the course of sensations, \vithout motivated possibilities in the 
apprehensions of things. 1+'1 

It is even conceivable that there might be no empirical consciousness at all, no 
\vorld, but still absolute consciousness would be what it is. 1'1:) Husserl says in Erste 
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Philosophie that even if God were to create an entirely illusory world (Srheimi:'elt) 
vvith LIS ill it, \ve would still be true subjects of this \vorld. I -H; 

This is a \"(>ry clearly articulated transcendental idealism, which giw'"s absolute 
priority to consciousness. Consciousness, and specificaUy I~l' consciouslless (all 
cOllSciousness is characterized by llIif/mess and thus is lirst person ill all irre
ducible scnse), canllot be thought a\vay~ But the cOllsciousne% referred to here is 
pure transcendental consciousness, not that of my natural selL Nevertheless, it is 
one of the my.':>teries of transcendental consciousness that it is only manifest in its 
mundane form. \Ye shall now turn to this complicated but important aspect of 
Husserl's idealism. 

The notion of world and of the Inundanization of the 
ego 

For Husserl, there is a world essentially connected with every possible act of 
consciousness. I Ii The natural vvorld has unlimited temporal and spatial horizons 
stretching in all directions. Furthermore, any actual experience points beyond 
itself' to other possible expericnces, \vhich in turn point to other experiences and 
so on. liB But the actual existence of this \vorId is, for Husserl, all irrational, 
(olltingmt LtcL 1-1~) There is no necessity governing the f~lCt that the world is the 
\\-'ay it is and not some other \\-'a)': Yct, it is necessary that the transcendental ego 
be instantiatcd in some world, in some body, and so OIl. Although the cgo is the 
source of all meaning in its absolute nature, it is also an eidetic necessity' that the 
ego bc individualized as this or that person and that the ego be included in a 
I:lctual world· - 'mundanized' in Husserl's terminology: Even the inquiry into the 
possibility of a purdy solipsistic consciousncss outside all community is itself one 
of the transcendental problems. I :)0 

Questions arise how consciousness is able to effect its singularizatioll and also 
how it achieves its intersubjective and communicati\'( __ ~ aspects. I :) I Part of the 
complexity of the problem is that the individual instantiated ego requires 
communalization through contact with other egos. From early ill his Gottingcn 
'years, and expressed in Ideas I §53, for instancc, Husserl recognizes that the world 
cOlltains other conscious organisms, the domain of p{}'fiIO-pl!vsira! nature as he 
terms it. \Vho can dcny that other animals and humans have conscious streams 
like us? The question is: hm\' arc such streams constituted? How can there be 
such streams as (:'\'C':llts within the world and yet the the domain of consciollsness 
be a self·enclosed region? How can purely immanent consciousness relinquish its 
Immanence and take OIl transcendence 111 the form of corporeality? 
Consciousness must first be inserted into the world through a concrete body 
Only thus can it apprehend or understand other conSCiOllSl1eSSes through their 
bodies. Husser! spent a great deal of his time asking these questions. He 
attempted to resolve them within the Cartesian modc (for example, in the <Fifth 
Cartesian :"leditation'), hut also, as in the Crisis, by 'reducing' or distilling the 
cssence of transccndcntal life by a transformed inspection of the communal life
world. Neither procedure of reduction was successfully carried through and, as 
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Hussed says, many times, here we stand before a great mystery. Husserl sums up 
this mystery or paradox, in Crisis §53, as the question how we can be both 
subjects for the world and objects in the \vorld? Finally, in reflecting on the tran
s('cndental ego in its intersubjective pluralized life, arc we not thinking of it 
nai\Tly as a sct of human beings? But precisely this is excluded in the ejJochi. In 
the transcendental attitude, we must understand each human being from the 
n'yerse point of vie\v - as a 'sclf-o~iectivation' (Selhstohjektivation) of the transcen
dental I, I.-)~ the 'absolute ego'.lj:) 

Conclusion: froIn conditions of possibility to absolute 
idealisIn 

To summarize, Husserl's idealism is primarily concerned with the inability to 

conceive or an object independent of a subject and to think of the object as 
constituted out of activitics and structures of consciousness according to prede
termined laws. :\s he say's in Ideas I §§49--50, there is absolutely no sense to the 
notion of 'thing in itself'. \Vhat we think of as this first reality' is in fact ahvays 
secolld: 'The bcing which is first for tiS is second in itsell; i.e_, it is what it is only 
in '-relation" to the first.' 1.,-1 

First reality is absolute consciousness. Nevertheless, Husserl, who was both 
familiar with and deeply impressed by Berkeley, as we know from the sccond of 
his Logical Im:e_st([!,atiolls, always dcnied that hc \vas advocating a subjective or 
Berkdeyan idealism,I'-).-) since such idealism involves an 'absolutizing' of the 

world. Husserl believes he has determined the correct sense of vvorld and conscious
ness and that subjective idealism is a distortion of these senses, actually turns thc 
sense of world into a countersellse (IrVidersillll). There is no question of the world 
being 'swallowed up' (l)ersclilingt) I.-)!) in the subject. The \vodd only has the sense of 

something that has receivcd its 'scnse bestowal' (Siullgehung) from consciousness 
but it is objective nonetheless. Kant v,,'as the first to articulate this insight, but his 
vcrsion still requires purification. The next stcp is to grasp hO\\' the subject can 
both constitute itself and the world and also be a contingently occurring object 
within the world, among a plurality of other objectivations of transcendental 
egos. This) for Husserl, is the deepcst problem of transcendental philosophy 

Husserl's final dream is a universal account of the pure possible forms of 
transcendental life itself: combining the discoveries of monadic and intersubjec
tive transcendental life. This would include both possible and actual realizations 
of transcendental subjectivity; their truths and falsities, in all their structural 
interconnections. t\:loreovel~ there is not just the present of my transccndental 
life, but a transcendental past and future. Ijl Transcendental philosophy becomes 
the systematic self-development (Selhsten!fidtllllg) and selF·theorizing 
(SeibstlheoreIlJ-iemng) of trans('cndental subjectivity, 1.-):; and the path to the realiza
tion of absolute, justified truth. It seems that Husserl has progressed to a kind of 
transcendental absolute idealism. 

In this chapter I have tried to shO\v that Husserl's concept of transcendental 
philosophy is extraordinarily radical, broad and originaL Initially introducecl 
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through the Cartesian suspension of the natural, it is also conceived by Husser! 
as a radicalizing of the Kantian attempt to specify the a priori conditions for the 
possibility of knmvlcclge. ;"iforeover, in a manl1cr not dissimilar to Hegel, Hussed 
secs his O\VI1 \vork as an Alljheblfng of the essence of modern philosophy. Finally, 
transcendental phenomcnology must document the possible essential forms of 
transcendental subjectivity and intersubjectivity; and the relation bet\veen abso
lute consciousness and the objectification of spirit ill history. Of course, such a 
huge and complex set of tasks calls out lor stringent criticism. The first step, and 
the one to which I have restricted myself here, is to understand the full range of 

Husserl's phenomenology as transcendental philosophy 
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